The local structure of undirected multigraphs under two random multigraph models is analysed and compared. The first model generates multigraphs by randomly coupling pairs of stubs according to a fixed degree sequence so that edge assignments to vertex pair sites are dependent. The second model is a simplification that ignores the dependency between the edge assignments. It is investigated when this ignorance is justified so that the simplified model can be used as an approximation, thus facilitating the structural analysis of network data with multiple relations and loops. The comparison is based on the local properties of multigraphs given by marginal distribution of edge multiplicities and some local properties that are aggregations of global properties.
Introduction
There is a long history of random graph models focusing on local and global statistics of network structure, and how well these statistics capture the main features and structural dependencies of actually observed networks. Some examples can be found in Rényi (1959, 1960) ; Gilbert (1959); de Solla Price (1976) ; Frank and Strauss (1986) ; Watts and Strogatz (1998) ; Lusher et al. (2012) , to name a few. For observed networks with binary symmetrical relations, these features and dependencies include a small diameter, high tendency for homophily, a high level of triadic closure, and a skewed degree distribution. More details on dependency forms and how well different graph models represent them can be found in Snijders (2011) and Robins (2013) .
Less is known about the structural properties of network data consisting of more than just binary relations, and in particular, networks with edge loops. For these data structures, it is important to consider a multigraph representation and a modelling approach that allow for the possible occurrence of multiple edges and loops. Frank and Shafie (2016) introduce a novel way of using entropy tools to find inter-dependencies among a multi-dimensional set of network variables. This approach is particularly useful in multivariate networks consisting of a vertex set with at least one kind of edge, numerical or qualitative attributes defined on the vertices and edges, and in combination with other network statistics. Other existing methods and models for analysing multi-relational and multiple networks include multiplexity analysis (Lazega and Pattison, 1999; Koehly and Pattison, 2005) , blockmodels Fienberg et al., 1985; Nowicki and Snijders, 2001 ), algebraic models Pattison, 1993) , network comparison using uniform random multiple graph distributions (Pattison et al., 2000) , dyad independent models (Wasserman, 1987; Pattison and Wasserman, 2002 ) and exponential random (multi)graph models (Pattison and Wasserman, 1999; Wang, 2012) . Note however that by convention, loops are in many of the mentioned cases excluded from consideration. Following the approach presented in Shafie (2015) , we consider multigraphs as undirected graphs where multiple edges and/or edge loops of different kinds are permitted and use a multigraph representation using a sequence of edge multiplicities at different vertex pair sites.
Multigraphs can appear naturally in various applications but can also be obtained using aggregation techniques applied to graphs. In this paper, these aggregations are exemplified and connected to the interplay of micro level properties of networks involving individual actors, and the macro level features where interest is in the occurrence of relationship and structural phenomena. Multigraphs are mainly concerned with macro levels, especially when obtained by aggregation based on vertex attributes. In other words, the aggregate macro level is of specific interest here, and using statistics under random multigraph models is a starting point for understanding and inferring structural features of aggregated empirical networks.
Network analysis has a tradition of investigating local dyads, triads, and higher order induced subgraphs to get insight into the network structure (Davis and Leinhardt, 1972; Leinhardt, 1970, 1976; Frank and Strauss, 1986; Frank, 1988) . Local properties of a network that are generally valid for all local sites of a special kind can be called global properties. For instance, connectivity of all dyads and transitivity of all triads in a graph imply graph connectivity and graph transitivity. When a local property is not generally valid at different sites in a network, it might be of interest to use the property as a predictor or as a covariate of some other feature of interest in the network. For multigraphs, these local properties are e.g. number of loops at local vertex sites, number of multiple edges at local dyad sites, and more comprehensive local aggregations of global properties of the multigraph. Information on all these are contained in the edge multiplicity sequence which we specify according to a canonical order and investigate under two random multigraph models.
The first random multigraph model generates random multigraphs given a specified degree sequence that might be fixed or randomly generated according to independently and identically distributed degrees. This model assumes that the edges are formed by randomly coupling pairs of stubs (or semi-edges), so that the existence of an edge depends on the existence of others. These degree based processes are referred to as cumulative advantage processes by de Solla Price (1976) , or more recently as preferential attachment by Barabási and Albert (1999) . Although this model is referred to as the configuration or pairing model in the literature (Wormald, 1999; McKay and Wormald, 1990; Bender and Canfield, 1978) , we introduce and refer to it as random stub matching (RSM). This is done for the following reasons. We are mainly interested in the generation of multigraphs, whereas most studies in the literature focus on the generation of simple graphs without multiple edges and loops. Moreover, most results on the mathematical properties of the configuration model are of the asymptotic kind (Janson, 2009; Bollobás, 1980; Wormald, 1980 Wormald, , 1981 . The proportion of edges involved in either loops or multiple edges is vanishingly small as the number of vertices goes to infinity, and it is sometimes argued that we may discard or collapse them without much impact (Newman, 2003; Newman et al., 2003) . We argue against this since there are applications where these properties are important to consider, for example when dealing with small multigraphs which can be obtained by the different mentioned aggregation procedures. Additionally, we introduce yet another aggregation technique in this article. This technique gives local aggregated multigraphs of order two and three which can be used to summarise some global information. Deriving exact formulas for different properties of multigraphs generated by stub matching is therefore of interest. Moreover, neglecting loops and multiple edges will not only discard valuable information that should be considered in many applications, it will also have a direct effect on the probabilities connected to the generation of graphs: each permutation of the stubs will no longer have equal probability of occurring and thus not all generated simple graphs appear with the same probability. Yet another reason for calling the model RSM is that we use a new representation of multigraphs by its edge multiplicities which is obtained via an injective mapping from the permuted stub sequence to the edge multiplicity sequence.
The second multigraph model is introduced in Shafie (2015) and obtained by independent edge assignments (IEA) according to a common probability distribution over the vertex pair sites. This model assumes dyadic independence, i.e. no stochastic dependency exists between the multiple edges as they are assigned to sites and can be viewed as a generalisation of the Bernoulli random graph model for univariate networks. The independence assumption makes it more straightforward to derive and use statistics for analysing global network properties, as compared to the RSM model where similar derivations have higher combinatorial complexity due to the restrictions imposed by the degree sequence.
We analyse and compare the marginal distributions of edge multiplicities at local sites under IEA and RSM, and show that in order to facilitate the structural analysis, one model can be used to approximate the other given certain conditions. The comparison is made between the two models when the edge assignment probabilities in the IEA are chosen to correspond to those of the RSM defined by the fixed degrees. Thus, we are simply ignoring the stochastic dependence between edge assignment to obtain an approximate IEA model, which is preferred since it is more easily analysed than RSM. However, it is of interest to determine when this ignorance is justified. This is done by investigating the multiplicity distributions under IEA and RSM in two ways. First, a theoretical analysis of the central moments of the loop and non-loop multiplicity distributions is carried out and general results are derived. Second, numerical examples and simulations are used to indicate for which cases we have resemblance or discrepancy between the two distributions based on information divergence.
The outline of this article is as follows. In the next section, we present different possibilities of obtaining multigraph structures from network data, either as directly observed or as a product of different aggregation techniques. Further, the usefulness of random multigraph models for analysing such networks is discussed. In practice, it is often important to focus on local properties of the multigraphs. We describe how to investigate loop distributions at local vertices as well as distributions of loops and edges at local dyads of vertices. In Section 3 we introduce the two undirected random multigraph models IEA and RSM using a representation based on their edge multiplicities. Then under each model, the moments of the edge multiplicity distributions are given. In Section 4, we present methods of obtaining an approximate IEA model from an RSM model and focus on one such method in the remainder of the article. By comparing the central moments under the two models, general results are given for when RSM and approximate IEA have coinciding or different moments of local properties and how that is affected by the degrees. The comparison is also performed by simulations and numerical examples of how the divergence between the distributions of local edge frequency under RSM and approximate IEA varies for different degrees. In Section 5, the results from the marginal distributions of edge multiplicities are extended to analyse the global structure of multigraphs using the simultaneous distribution of edge multiplicities. The concept of simplicity and complexity of a multigraph is introduced and new statistics to analyse these properties are derived. In particular, it is shown that the multigraph distribution under RSM depends on a single complexity statistic. In the final section we summarise and conclude the results, and give some suggestions for related future topics.
Multigraph representation of network data
Network structures encountered in applications often consist of several different vertex attributes together with some properties or occurrences of events between pairs of vertices, which can be regarded as edge attributes. Multigraphs might appear more or less naturally embedded in such structures, and it is important to be able to extract relevant multigraphs for instance in an exploratory analysis of the network.
In the following, we exemplify situations where multigraphs are obtained as directly observed or as a result from different aggregation techniques. These situations are discussed and linked to micro and macro level analysis of network data, i.e. how local compositional properties on vertex level lead to the emergence of global structural features.
Statistical models for network structure aim to formalise the interplay between local (micro) and structural global properties (macro), and to capture the interdependency among edges in the observed network. We motivate the use of random multigraph models and how they can be used to infer structural patterns in networks with multiple relations and loops. Notations are introduced and the local structure of multigraphs is conceptualised.
Motivation and examples
A multigraph that easily exhibits itself is given by several edges of different kinds mapped on the same vertex pair, e.g. different social interactions among a group of people, or an edge variable that counts occurrences of events at different sites of vertex pairs, e.g. number of calls within and between different departments of an organisation. These may be viewed as macro level data since observations are made on an aggregate level ignoring individual social actors. Questions in focus when analysing structural properties of such networks may be: does the presence of one social interaction among groups of people influence or explain the presence or absence of another form of interaction between them? Is there more within than between departmental communication in the organisation under study? The first question is concerned with the multiplicity of edges and the inter-dependencies among them. This is also called entrainment, multiplexity or interlocking (Koehly and Pattison, 2005; Pattison and Wasserman, 1999; White et al., 1976) . The latter question is concerned with number of loops in the network and is referred to as homophily and the tendency for similar actors to connect to each other (McPherson et al., 2001; Snijders, 2011) . These concerns are equally important to consider when micro level data is observed since they provide the key to finding local social processes that accumulate and form the network structure observed. This is illustrated below with a few examples.
Less natural multigraphs can be obtained by transformation of network data, e.g. social interactions when time is considered, appropriately chosen integer scales for edges in a valued graph, and aggregation based on vertex and/or edge attributes. Shafie (2015) provides a detailed description of all these different transformations with examples and a discussion on the possible occurrence of loops for the presented cases. We focus here on graphs transformed into multigraphs by partitioning vertices based on single or combined categories of vertex attributes, and with edges moving between and within these different categories. The aggregation is then from micro to macro level, where the aggregated final multigraph will have fewer vertices representing the attribute categories, and edge multiplicities representing relations between and within these categories. An exploratory or confirmatory analysis of the edge multiplicities will then indicate if social processes like homophily or entrainment are apparent. Statistics connected to these processes are introduced and discussed in Section 5.
With Figure 1 as reference, we give a few examples to illustrate aggregations based on vertex attributes. The original graph comprise of 25 vertices, 20 edges and four vertex attributes labelled A, B, C and D. This graph is aggregated into a final multigraph on four vertices representing the attribute categories. This example could for instance be communication within and between branches of a government (executive, legislative, judicial, and electoral), transmission of information within and between different company sectors (management, accounting, marketing, and commerce), or collegial co-operations within and between divisions of medicine (psychiatry, neurology, surgery and pharmacology). Note that this kind of ag- The presented aggregation technique also has the capacity to capture the nested or hierarchical nature of most social science data. A simple example is given. Assume we are studying a network of friendships among school children categorised by gender (boy, girl) and living area (north, south). Combined categorisation of these attributes would thus result in the four vertices of the aggregated multigraph in Figure 1 , and an analysis of this multigraph would reveal the affect gender and living area has on the formation of friendship ties at school.
Random multigraphs as models for network data
The presented simplification by aggregation is only useful if there are methods and models for understanding and inferring local and global structural properties of multigraphs. Probabilistic graph models allow for inference on structural properties by using the distribution of different network outcomes. Models found in the statistical literature aim to incorporate dependencies among edges in various ways; for example by different covariates, by conditioning on network statistics or assumed latent variables, and by representing dependencies among edges directly in the model. For a review of such models, see Snijders (2011) and Robins (2013) . Another strain of models for network formation are strategic and use game theoretic tools. These approaches seek optimal network structures by maximising specified utility functions on social actors or agents (see e.g. Jackson (2005) ). Common to these modelling schemes is the specification of micro level processes that generate macro level structures via the different dependence assumption on how edges between pairs of vertices occur (i.e. transitivity, homophily, multiplexity, etc.). These processes are formulated so that they generate structures similar to those observed in social networks. However, when it comes to assessing the fit of models to network data, the literature is mainly focused on micro level processes in simple or multi-relational graphs, without any loops. As seen from previous section, multigraph are mainly concerned with the macro level, either by direct observation or by data aggregation. Therefore, a new branch of models need to be considered in this context, or revisited to check compatibility to other networks than simple ones (as done in Section 3). In other words, it is of interest to study how network statistics under multigraph models capture phenomena observed in empirical macro level networks with multiple edges and loops.
We focus here on uniform distributions for families of multigraphs which we refer to as random multigraphs. Comparing empirical network features to those expected under the specified random multigraph models is a good starting point for inferring whether observed outcomes are consistent with the estimated expected ones, while also checking the reliability of the estimates via their variance. Thus, we can detect deviation from randomness which informs on processes that are dominant in the formation of the network, and we can determine how these processes characterise the relations between vertices. This kind of baseline comparison will then provide guidance in future model specifications. We start by introducing some notations used throughout this paper.
Notations
A finite graph g with n labelled vertices and m labelled edges associates with each edge an ordered or unordered vertex pairs. Let V = {1, . . . , n} and E = {1, . . . , m} be the set of vertices and edges labelled by integers, and let R denote the set of available sites for the edges. For directed graphs the site space is R = V ×V and the number of sites is given by r = n 2 . Let the sequence X = (X 1 , . . . , X 2m ) with X ∈ R m represent a general directed multigraph with m edges, where (X 2k−1 , X 2k ) is the site of edge k for k = 1, . . . , m. For undirected graphs, we consider (i, j) with i ≤ j as a canonical representation for the unordered vertex pairs. Thus, the site space is R = {(i, j) ∈ V × V : i ≤ j} and the number of sites is r = 
) is obtained from Y by ordering the edges non-decreasingly so that the edge sites are listed in the canonical order
Thus, the edge sequence Z represents the vertex labelled graph given by Y, but without the edge labels. A multigraph with labelled vertices and undistinguished edges is represented by its edge multiplicity sequence M = (M ij : (i, j) ∈ R) where the edge multiplicity M ij denotes the number of edges at different sites (i, j) ∈ R. There is a one-to-one correspondence between sequences Z and M. The edge multiplicity counts are given by
The number of loops at vertex i is denoted M ii and the number of edges between vertices i and j is denoted M ij where i < j. The edge multiplicity sequence M has total i≤j M ij = m , and the degree of vertex i, which also can be interpreted as the number of edge stubs or half edges at vertex i, is given by
where i = 1, . . . , n. It is also convenient to consider the edge multiplicities as entries in a matrix
and obtain the degrees as the sums of the entries in a row and the entries in the same column in M, or equivalently as row sums (or column sums) in the matrix sum of M and its transpose M which is given by
This matrix can be viewed as the equivalence of the adjacency matrix of simple graphs. The
, which is also referred to as the stub multiplicity sequence, has total
Local structure of Multigraphs
We look at the local structure of multigraphs from two perspectives. One is where local edge sites are equipped with count statistics that inform on global properties when summed over all vertices in the multigraph. The simplest local site of a multigraph is a vertex with its number of loops. In an undirected multigraph on vertex set V = {1, . . . , n}, this is denoted M ii for vertex i ∈ V . The local structure of a dyad site comprising the two distinct vertices i and j in V consists of their numbers of loops, M ii and M jj , together with the number of edges between them, M ij . Local properties of the n vertex sites and the n 2 dyad sites are network properties that can be used as exploratory tools in network analysis. Their distribution provide information about how the local properties vary over the network and can be of interest as explanatory factors of other network variables or for comparison between networks.
Another approach for analysing the local structure of multigraphs is to view the local property as summaries of global properties in a multigraph. Here we consider yet another aggregation procedure where a fictitious vertex aggregates all the other vertices not part of the local site under study. In the following, we describe local aggregated multigraphs of order two and three.
The local structure at vertex i is specified by the edge multiplicity sequence (
for the m edges distributed as loops, non-loops, and external edges at vertex i. This sequence can be considered as a multiplicity sequence of an aggregated multigraph on two vertices with degree sequence (d i , 2m − d i ): vertex i and a fictitious vertex denoted i, aggregating all other vertices in V . In other words, i is the complement of vertex i in V . Then, the non-loops at i are edges between vertex i andī, and the external edges at vertex i are loops at vertex i.
Similarly, the dyad site at vertices i and j with M ii and M jj loops and M ij non-loops at i and j,
. It can be considered as a multigraph on three vertices: i, j and a fictitious vertex denoted ij aggregating the other vertices in V . Then, external non-loops at i and j are edges between vertex i and ij, and between j and ij, respectively, and the remaining external edges are loops at vertex ij. These kinds of local aggregated multigraphs obtained from dyads selected in Figure 1 are shown in Figure 2 , where the fictitious vertex ij is the complement of vertices i and j in V , and edge labels indicate the edge multiplicities. Sample data of this kind can be used to estimate global properties and latent (unobserved) local properties of a network, but this is out of the scope of this article. We focus here on the marginal distribution of M ij for i ≤ j which can be summarised by its expected value and variance. In the next section, we introduce the two random multigraph models under which we study and compare these distributions under.
Random Multigraph Models
A random multigraph is given by a probability distribution over some class of multigraphs. Following Shafie (2015) , we represent a multigraph by its sequence of edge multiplicities and use the edge multiplicity distribution to present two special kinds of random multigraph models. The first model is the configuration model (Bender and Canfield, 1978) revisited as a random multigraph model following a uniform multigraph distribution given a degree sequence. The second model can be viewed as a Bernoulli random graph model generalised by Shafie (2015) to apply for multigraphs.
Random Stub Matching
The first model generates random undirected multigraphs given a fixed degree
In order to get a multigraph with a fixed degree sequence we interpret it as a multiplicity sequence of 2m stubs or half edges. The m edges are then obtained by randomly matching the stubs of which d i are attached to vertex i ∈ V . Since the assignment of edges is given by matching the stubs of the vertices, the model is called random stub matching model and denoted RSM(d), or shortly just RSM.
The representation of an RSM multigraph is obtained as follows. A sequence of 2m stubs is specified such that the first d 1 are equal to 1, the next d 2 are equal to 2, etc. A convenient notation is (1 d 1 , 2 d 2 , . . . , n dn ). Let X be random permutation of (1 d 1 , 2 d 2 , . . . , n dn ), which earlier was defined as a representation for a general directed multigraph. The ordered pair (X 2k−1 , X 2k ) in this sequence is interpreted as an unordered site to which edge k is assigned. In order to obtain our canonical edge sequence Y, we modify X by vertex shifts according to earlier description and obtain unordered vertex pairs (i, j) where i ≤ j. This gives a general representation of an undirected multigraph with labelled edges where we note that the unordered pairs (Y 2k−1 , Y 2k ) are identically but not independently distributed. The multiplicity sequence M = (M ij : (i, j) ∈ R) is then a representation of multigraph with undistinguishable edges for Y ∼ RSM(d), and the distribution of the edge multiplicities M ij can be summarised by its first two central moments given in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. Let M ij denote the random edge multiplicity at vertex pair
and the variance by
Proof. Let S(d) be the set of sequences that are permutations of the sequence of 2m stubs, obtained from the degree sequence d. The number of possible permutations is given by
and each randomly permuted stub sequence X appears with equal probability
Let d * denote the degree sequence d after fixing two stubs from i and j in X. The number of permutations of S(d * ) is thus given by
The probability of coupling stubs to edges in X can then be written as
where the nominator depends on whether the removal of two stubs are both from vertex i, or one stub is from i and one is from j. These two cases can be rewritten from Equation (1) as
where n i=1 n j=1 P ij = 1. Following earlier definition, the sequence Y is obtained from X by vertex shifts according to Y 2k−1,2k = (min(X 2k−1 , X 2k ), max(X 2k−1 , X 2k )) for k = 1, . . . , m, so that the number of X yielding the same Y is only affected for i = j. Thus, the probability of undirected edges in our canonical representation for the unordered multigraph Y corresponding to X is equal to
The edge multiplicities can be represented as
where
for (i, j) ∈ R and k = 1, 2, . . . , m. The expected value of the indicator variables is
and substituting Q ij from Equation (2) for i = j and i < j gives the first moment expression. In order to find the variance of M ij , we need the covariance between I ijk and I ij which can be given as
where Q ij is given in Equation (2) and Q ijij are the probabilities of coupling four stubs into two edges in the sequence Y. With a similar reasoning as before, we let d * denote the degree sequence d after fixing four stubs in X. The number of permutations of S(d * ) is now given by
and depends on whether the removal is of four i stubs, or two i and two j stubs. Thus, the probabilities
From this it follows that
and the second moment expression is obtained by substituting Q ij from Equation (2) and Q ijij from Equation (4), for i = j and i < j, respectively.
Independent Edge Assignments
The second model is basic random multigraph model which can be viewed as a simple site selection model. This model is introduced in Shafie (2015) and obtained by independent edge assignment to vertex pairs (i, j) in the canonical site space R = {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n}. Assume that the edge assignment probabilities are denoted by Q = (Q ij : (i, j) ∈ R) satisfying Q ij ≥ 0 and (i,j)∈R Q ij = 1, and assign m labelled edges k = 1, . . . , m independently to vertex pairs (Y 2k−1 , Y 2k ) ∈ R. Thus, the multigraph with labelled edges is represented by the sequence Y = (Y 1 , . . . , Y 2m ) , and the multigraph with undistinguishable edges is represented by the sequence of edge multiplicities M = (M ij : (i, j) ∈ R). The assumptions imply that M is multinomial distributed with parameters m and Q for Y ∼ IEA(m, Q), where IEA(m, Q) is the notation used for this independent edge assignment model. Thus, the marginal distribution of M ij is binomially distributed with parameters m and Q ij , and we directly get that
Approximations and Comparisons
Shafie (2015) describes how some special statistics of simplicity and complexity can be used to analyse the global structure of multigraphs under the IEA(m, Q) model. These statistics inform on the structural signature of a network but are more complicated to derive under models that consider interdependencies among the occurrence of edges, e.g. when conditioning on the degrees. Thus, it is of interest to approximate the distribution of M with an IEA(m, Q) model and to know when this approximation is justified. We will return to the global structure and the mentioned special statistics in Section 5. In this section, we present two ways of obtaining an approximate IEA(m, Q) model from an RSM(d) model, and focus on the second approximation method for further investigation in the remainder of this article. This investigation is performed by comparing the distributions of edge multiplicities under the two models to find out when the IEA approximation is appropriate to apply. In other words, the local moment properties of the edge multiplicities presented in this section are used to compare the two models and determine when one model can be used to approximate the other, thus making it more feasible to analyse the global features of an observed network.
Approximations
A Bayesian version of the RSM(d) model is obtained by assigning a prior to the parameter d, i.e. assuming that the stubs are independently attached to the n vertices according to a probability distribution p = (p 1 , . . . , p n ) with p i ≥ 0 and n i=1 p i = 1. This implies that d is the outcome of a random degree sequence D that is multinomial distributed with parameters 2m and p. The multinomial distribution can thus be viewed as a Bayesian model for the stub frequencies. It also follows that the multiplicity sequence M has an IEA(m, Q) distribution with edge probability sequence Q(p). With a slight abuse of notation, not used elsewhere in this article, we denote this probability sequence Q = (Q ij : (i, j) ∈ R) where
Another way to obtain an IEA(m, Q) model is to simply ignore the dependency between the edge assignments in the RSM(d) model. This implies that the distribution of M is approximated with the edge probability sequence Q defined as a function of the fixed degrees d under RSM(d) according to Theorem 1. These assignment probabilities are given in equation Equation (2). This model is denoted IEA(m, Q(d)) and can be viewed as repeated assignments with replacements of stubs, whereas RSM(d) is repeated assignments without replacement of stubs. We will in the following focus on this second method of approximation and determine for which cases the dependency of edge assignments are negligible. This is done by a comparison of the moments of the edge multiplicities theoretically, and by simulations of the edge multiplicity distributions under the two models. Note that when we in the following use the shorthand notation IEA, we refer to the approximate IEA(m, Q(d)) model.
Comparison of the moments of edge multiplicities
In this section we present some general results for the centrality and spread of the edge multiplicity distributions under RSM(d) and IEA(m, Q(d)) using their first and second moments given in Section 3.
The comparison of the variance can conveniently use that
where the difference between the variances is
and Q ijij and Q ij are given in Equation (4) and Equation (2) 
This special case has
Proof. (i) Follows directly from the proof of Theorem 1 and the fact that Q is a function of d in the approximate IEA model.
(ii) By inserting Equation (2) and Equation (4) into Equation (5) for i = j, we get
To see that the second term in the bracket is larger than the first term, we notice that
is a decreasing function of k. From this it follows that ∆ ii < 0 for 1 < d i < 2m. Further, for d i = 1 and d i = 2m we have that Q ii = 0 and Q ii = 1, respectively, both leading to ∆ ii = 0 and
. By inserting Equation (2) and Equation (4) into Equation (5) for i < j, we get
, which has the same sign as the function 
With a similar investigation of the line b = 2m − 1 − a and the critical curve, we find no intersection and therefore f (a, b) < 0 for 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ 2m − 1 − a. It follows that 
is maximal for k = 0 and decreases for increasing k.
Corollary 2. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, it is only for the special case
As stated in Corollary 2, it is only when we have two vertices that the IEA approximation gives smaller variance than that of an RSM model for edge multiplicities M ij where i < j. This occurs when a and b lie at the same distance from m, and this distance is strictly less than m(m − 1)/(4m − 3). Thus, ∆ ij > 0 for only one choice (a, 2m , so even if the number of cases increases with increasing m, the proportion of cases decreases towards zero. This is illustrated in Figure 4 , where we also notice that the proportion is not monotonically decreasing. 
Comparison by simulation of edge multiplicity distributions
Using simulations of the edge multiplicity distributions under RSM(d) and IEA(m, Q(d)), we can study and compare them to each other. This allows us to study the differences between them, thus giving us an idea of when an IEA approximation is reasonable to adopt. The comparison is done using information divergence which is a measure of discrepancy between the two distributions. Let P = (P 0 , . . . , P m ) and B = (B 0 , . . . , B m ) denote the RSM and IEA distribution of M ij , respectively. Note that we keep this notation although we do distinguish the cases i = j and i < j in the following. The divergence can be interpreted as the number of additional binary digits required when an optimal binary code is used for the outcomes obtained from B rather than P. The divergence between P and B is formally given by
which is an expected log-likelihood ratio. The log-likelihood ratios can be of any sign but their weighted sum, the divergence D (P, B) , is non-negative and zero only when there is no discrepancy between the two distributions. For more details on these and similar information theoretic tools, see Frank and Shafie (2016); Frank (2011); Gray (2011); Kullback (1968) . We start with an illustration of how the divergence between the probability distributions of edge frequency M ij for i < j under RSM and under IEA vary for different numbers of stubs at vertex i and vertex j, i.e. for different ordered degree pairs (a, b) with 1 ≤ a ≤ b and a + b ≤ 2m where m is the total edge frequency. The case m = 20 is illustrated in Figure 5 where divergence D(P, B) is plotted against degree pairs (a, b) using a colour coding of standardised divergence values applied to the unit squares located around points Here, the majority of the region has a brighter colour implying less deviation between the RSM distribution and the IEA distribution. The same applies for the lower region in Figure 5 which represents cases where a ≤ b ≤ c. Here, even less deviation is seen between the two distributions. Thus we can conclude that the more stubs we have at other vertices than i and j, the more resemblance we have between the distributions of M ij under RSM and IEA. In Figure 6 , similar illustrations of divergence are shown together with figures showing the variance difference ∆ ij between the edge multiplicity distributions obtained at ordered degree pairs (a, b) . This allows us to see for which values of ∆ ij the divergence is close to zero, thus indicating more resemblance between the two distributions. The divergences shown in the left column of Figure 6 follow the same colour coding as described above for Figure 5 Figure 6: Divergence and variance difference ∆ ij between the multiplicity distribution under random stub matching and under independent edge assignments for edges between two vertices with ordered degree pair (a, b) when total edge frequency is m=15, 30 and 60, and total number of stubs is 2m. The colour at the unit squares located around points (a, b) represent divergence (left) and variance difference (right) colour coded according to shown legends for each case. The three regions divided by border lines correspond to those in Figure 5 .
to the following. The variance differences at degree pairs (a, b) are calculated, rounded to the first decimal and assigned to one of four different labelled categories: if ∆ ij < −0.5 then"<< 0", if −0.5 ≤ ∆ ij < 0 then "< 0", if ∆ ij = 0.0 then "≈ 0", and if ∆ ij > 0.0 then "> 0". Note that the negative variance difference is split into two categories since Theorem 2 showed that the majority of the ∆ ij fall below zero. From Figure 6 we note that the divergence between the distributions under IEA and RSM is low for ∆ ij ≈ 0, i.e. when
This occurs when almost all stubs are at other vertices than i and j. Moreover, the largest discrepancy, as measured by the divergence, is seen for
. We also note from Figure 6 that as m increases, the maximal divergence value increases but the region (i.e. the number of ordered degree pairs (a, b) ) with low divergence and approximate zero variance difference also increases. Therefore, it is hard to note any clear effects of m increasing. However, the region for low divergence and a small negative variance difference does match each other better as m increases. We can conclude the following: the distribution of edge frequency M ij for i < j under RSM and under IEA resemble each other the most when there is a large number of stubs at other vertices than the vertex pair under study and when
Further, as m increases, more resemblance between the two distributions are apparent when
We perform a similar investigation of the simulated loop distributions (6) is calculated for this proportion only (the weighted sum of the log-likelihood ratios is over P k > 0 only). Figure 7 shows how the divergence, given as coloured bars, varies for different stub proportion d i /2m (or range proportion ( d i /2 + 1)/(m + 1)) for m = 15, 30 and 60. Darker colours represent higher divergences, i.e. where the loop multiplicity distribution under RSM deviates the most from the IEA distribution. The y-axes in Figure 7 show the variance differences ∆ ii which in Theorem 2 were proven to be less or equal to zero, i.e. V RSM (M ii ) ≤ V IEA (M ii ). We see that the distribution of loop multiplicity under RSM is more closely related to that of the IEA distribution when d i /2m < 0.5 and ∆ ii is close to zero. However, as seen in the case for edge multiplicities in Figure 6 , the maximal value of divergence increases when m increases. The divergence increases monotonically from zero to this maximal value, and decreases very steeply back to zero for the degenerate case with the stub proportion 1 and ∆ ii = 0 (see Theorem 2).
A Numerical Example
A small numerical example is given to highlight the results from the theoretical comparison of the local edge multiplicities and the tendencies seen when comparing their simulated distributions. We use the multigraph in Figure 1 and consider local vertex and dyad sites to see how local properties at these sites vary over the network. Table 1 gives the local structure at dyad (i, j) ∈ R with (d i , d j ) local stubs and 2m−d i −d j the external stubs. The local information here comprise the six multiplicities given by the multiplicity sequence m ij = (m ii , m ij , m jj , m i * , m j * , m * * ) where * indicates a summation over all vertices except i and j so that Figure 7: Divergence and negative variance difference −∆ ii between the multiplicity distribution under random stub matching and under independent edge assignments for loops at a vertex of degree d i in graphs with m=15, 30 and 60 edges. The variance difference is plotted against stub proportion d i /2m, and a darker colour at the bars located on these proportions represent a larger divergence than a brighter colour.
For each selected dyad we estimate the common expected value E(M ij ) and the variance difference ∆ ij where i < j. Further, we calculate the divergence between the simulated distributions of M ij under the two models which indicates the resemblance or discrepancy between the two distributions. The following is noted from Table 1. The two distributions resemble each other the most when there is a large number of external stubs and edge multiplicities at other vertices than the ones included in the selected dyad. This occurs for dyad A and B where the number of external stubs is equal to 25 and the divergence is equal to 0.03. Moreover, it is for this dyad that the variance difference ∆ ij is closest to zero. Table 2 shows the local structure of vertex sites with d i local stubs, d i /2m proportion of local stubs, and 2m−d i external stubs. The local information here comprise (m ii , m i * , , m * * ) where, as above, * denotes the summation over all vertices except vertex i. As in Table 1, we estimate the expected value and variance difference, and calculate the divergence between the loop multiplicity distributions under the two models. Consistent with results seen in Section 4.3 with simulated loop distributions, the lower the stub proportion at vertex i, the more similar are the two distributions. This is seen for vertex A with stub proportion 0.18 and divergence 0.03. Further, the variance difference is closest to zero for this case.
The results and tendencies seen can be summarised as follows. For both loop and non-loop multiplicity distributions, the more external stubs we have at other vertices than the local vertex or dyad under study, the better we can approximate RSM(d) with an IEA(m,Q(d)). Note that we have assumed that both the number of vertices n and the number of edges m are known or estimable for the multigraph with unknown multiplicity sequence m = (m ij : (i, j) ∈ R). Table 1 : Local structure of dyad sites in the aggregated multigraph of Figure 1 with information about loops and non-loops within the dyad, adjacent other non-loops at the two vertices in the dyad, and external loops and non-loops. The common expected values E(M ij ) and variance differences ∆ ij are estimated under independent edge assignment (IEA) and random stub matching (RSM), and the divergence is calculated between the simulated edge multiplicity distributions under the two models. Table 2 : Local structure of vertex sites in the aggregated multigraph of Figure 1 with information about loops and adjacent non-loops, and external edges at vertex i. The common expected values E(M ii ) and variance differences ∆ ii are estimated under independent edge assignment (IEA) and random stub matching (RSM), and the divergence is calculated between the simulated loop multiplicity distributions under the two models. 
Global structure of multigraphs
In this section, we analyse the global structure of random multigraphs by measures defined using the distribution of edge multiplicities. More specifically, we show how previous results on the local edge multiplicities can be extended to investigate some structural network features by using the simultaneous distribution of edge multiplicities. We start with a definition:
graphs with larger number of multiple edges and loops are more complex, in contrast to simple graphs without multiple edges and loops (Wasserman and Faust, 1994) . Following this definition, we derive moments of statistics that identify complexity and simplicity in multigraphs. The probability distribution of the complexity of multigraphs generated by RSM depends in a complicated way on its degree sequence d. Shafie (2015) derives several complexity statistics and shows how easily handled they are under the IEA(m,Q) model. This implies that these statistics are more easily handled when the stochastic dependence between edge assignments under the RSM(d) model can be ignored, so that IEA(m,Q(d)) can be used as an approximation. Examples of useful information about complexity are given by the expected number of loops and multiple edges, and their variances. In particular, for aggregated multigraphs based on vertex attributes, the number of loops informs on edge moving within categories, thus also indicating the tendency for homophily.
The expected number of loops M 1 and the expected number of non-loops M 2 under IEA(m,Q) are given by
and their common variance is given by
where Q ij for i ≤ j denotes some generic edge assignment probabilities (Shafie, 2015) . To summarise the distribution of M 1 and M 2 under the RSM(d) model, we give their first two central moments in Theorem 3. 
and
Proof. The moments are obtained directly as expected values of the local multiplicities given in Equation (7) to (9) by substituting the edge assignment probabilities Q ij from Equation (2). Note that the common variance is due to the linear relationship M 2 = m − M 1 .
Corollary 3. For regular multigraphs with the same degree d at every vertex
From Corollary 3 we expect that there are slightly more than (d − 1)/2 loops, and the expected number of loops is about the same for any number of vertices. Since the variance is approximately equal to the expected value, the number of loops might be approximately Poisson distributed.
The moments of several other statistics given in Shafie (2015) can easily be derived for the RSM model by substituting the edge assignment probability sequence Q with Q(d). Some examples are M 3 denoting the number of pairs of equal non-loops given by
and the sum M 1 + M 3 which is equal to zero if and only if the multigraph is simple. The expected values for these statistics are given by
In particular, for regular graphs with the same degree d at every vertex, this expected value is about E RSM (M 1 + M 3 ) = (d 2 − 1)/4 regardless of the number of vertices. Other statistics for analysing global properties of multigraphs are related to the complexity sequence R = (R 0 , R 1 . . . , R m ), where
and counts the number of multiplicities equal to k (Frank and Shafie, 2012) . The expected value and variance of R k are more complicated to derive under RSM. However, Shafie (2015) derives both of these under the IEA model and further describes other summary measures of R that are of interest for studying the complexity of multigraphs and for detecting structural dependencies. Moreover, Shafie (2015) shows how interval estimates of R k for k = 0, 1, . . . , m, in combination with interval estimates of M 1 and M 2 , can be used to check whether structural dependencies, e.g. tendency for vertex isolation, strengthening existing ties and multiplexity, are present in the empirical network.
We introduce yet another random complexity measure which can be used to determine the probability distribution of multigraphs under RSM(d).
Theorem 4. The probability of specified undirected multigraphs under RSM(d) depends on a single non-negative complexity statistic t according to
Proof. The randomly permuted stub sequence X has 
It follows that the probability of M = m is given by
for all possible outcomes m = (m ij : (i, j) ∈ R) satisfying the restrictions imposed by the degree sequence d:
Rewriting Equation (10) as
and inserting it into Equation (11) yields the result.
The statistic t in Equation (10) is a complexity measure that takes on positive values when at least one vertex pair site has loops or multiple edges. Following Theorem 4, we obtain more results concerning the simplicity and complexity of a multigraph, and the probability distribution of the edge multiplicities under RSM(d). The expected value for the random complexity statistic T is complicated to specify under RSM(d). However, Theorem 5 gives E IEA (T ).
Theorem 5. The expected value of the random complexity measure
Proof.
where the expected value of M 1 is given in Equation (7), and the expected values of R k is equal to (Shafie, 2015) . Inserting E IEA (M 1 ) and E IEA (R 1 ) into Equation (12) yields the result.
Conclusion and future topics
In this article, we investigate the simultaneous (global) distribution of edge multiplicities as well as the marginal distributions of (local) number of loops and non-loops at specified vertices. This is done under two random multigraph models. The first model is obtained by independent edge assignments (IEA) to vertex pair sites according to a common probability distribution over the sites, and is more simple to analyse due to the independence assumption. The second multigraph model is random stub matching (RSM) where the edges are formed by randomly coupling pairs of stubs according to a fixed stub multiplicity or degree sequence. Thus, edge assignments to vertex pair sites are dependent. If we ignore the dependency between edges in the RSM model and assume independent edge assignments of stubs, we obtain an approximate IEA model from an RSM model. This is desirable since many statistics are easily derived under IEA and will thus facilitate the structural analysis (Shafie, 2015) . In order to determine when this approximation is suitable to use, we derive some general results under RSM and IEA using the two central moments of the number of loops at a fixed vertex and the number of edges between two distinct vertices. These moments measure the centrality and spread of the distributions and are determined as functions of the number of edges, denoted m, and the degrees of the vertices. Further, simulations are performed to calculate the information divergence which indicates when there is resemblance and discrepancy between the marginal edge multiplicity distributions under RSM and approximate IEA.
The main results concerning the distributions of edge multiplicities at local sites can be summarised as follows. The variance of the number of loops under RSM is shown to be less than the variance under the approximate IEA, except for some degenerate cases. The variance of the number of edges between two distinct vertices under RSM is generally less than the variance under the approximate IEA, except for special cases where the degrees of the two vertices lie symmetrically around m and are given by m ± k for any non-negative integer k less than a specified limit. Special attention was paid to these cases since it is only for these that the variance under RSM is greater than that of the approximate IEA.
The simulations show the following tendencies: the edge multiplicity distribution (loop and non-loop) under RSM is closely related to that of the approximate IEA distribution when there is a large number of stubs at other vertices than the vertex or dyad under study. In other words, the distribution of loop and edge multiplicity under RSM is closely related to that of the approximate IEA distribution at vertices with low degrees. Moreover, if the difference of the edge multiplicity variances under RSM and approximate IEA are equal or close to zero, we see more resemblance between the two distributions.
Some extensions to analyse the global structure of multigraphs using the simultaneous or multivariate distribution of edge multiplicities are also given. Different aspects of complexity, defined and quantified by the distribution of edge multiplicities, can be studied by various indicators and summary measures. The moments of some suggested statistics that identify simplicity and complexity are given and shown to be more easily handled under IEA. This further points to the relevance of knowing when an IEA approximation can be used. Further, the distribution of multigraphs under RSM is shown to depend on a single complexity statistic. Multigraphs of the same complexity have equal probabilities which decreases with increasing complexity. Since complexity is related to a single sufficient statistic, the RSM model can be expressed as an exponential random multigraph model (ERMM) (Lusher et al., 2012; Koehly and Pattison, 2005) with complexity as the only statistic in the linear exponent. For an ERMM representation of the IEA model, see Shafie (2015) .
The edge multiplicity distributions under IEA and RSM have sometimes very different support sets due to outcomes being restricted by the RSM degree sequence. In particular, it was shown that the range of the loop multiplicity distribution under RSM is only a fraction of that of the IEA distribution. This means that the divergence, which is obtained as a nonzero weighted sum of the likelihood ratios, is calculated for this fraction only and may not be a reliable measure for comparing the two distributions. This points to the need for more general results obtained by a thorough theoretical investigation of, and comparison between, the marginal distributions. This is a topic for future research. Moreover, the results indicate that the multigraph distributions under IEA and RSM have different spreads around common central edge multiplicities which should be investigated further. The Bayesian approximation of the RSM model introduced in Section 4.1 can be analysed and compared to the IEA model in similar fashion.
We end with some other research directions which are worthwhile to consider in the future. It was briefly mentioned in this article how local aggregated multigraphs can be used to analyse global properties of networks. These kinds of aggregated multigraphs are obtained from vertex or dyads sites and include a fictitious vertex collapsing all other vertices excluded from the local site under study. The data may for example consist of a single dyad but data from several dyads selected by simple random sampling can be used to obtain better precision. It is therefore of interest to perform studies where focus is on bias in inference from local to global properties and on relationships between local and global measures of structure.
An important further step of this analysis is to compare empirical networks with the methods and models presented here. This in order to check if observed data, on the aggregate macro level, exhibit similar or different features than those one would except under the models. Thus, applications will guide in future model specifications and provide insight into apparent phenomena in aggregated social networks.
